Optional Plan Implementation Template
(For objectives and plan implementation, can be used in addition to the standard Plan of Service form from DHW)
Name of Child/Youth:

Diagnosis:

DOB:

Goal related to this objective:

Which evidence based practice/model(s) will be used for this objective?

Please check which redesign service will be utilized to address this objective:
Family Training ☐ Habilitative Intervention ☐ Interdisciplinary Training ☐
If Family Training, who is receiving the Family Training? ____________________________________________________
If for interdisciplinary training from another specialist (such as PT, OT, SLP, or Behavior Specialist) please describe, to include who is
providing and who is receiving the training, and their specialty area.
Is this objective contextually mediated within the child/youth/family’s natural routine and natural environment (either current or desired)?
Yes ☐ No ☐
If this is not a natural environment/routine, how and when will this intervention be transitioned into this child/youth/family’s natural
environment/routine?
Why can this not be accomplished in the child/youth/family’s current or desired natural environment/routine at this time (if applicable)?
Has consultation/collaboration occurred with other therapists involved with this child and have they had input in this plan? I.e. Speech,
OT, PT, Behavior, Teacher?
Yes ☐ No ☐

If yes, please include name and discipline.

Objective number/letter:
Start Date for Objective:

What is the type of environment where this will occur?
Home Community Center (Circle all that apply)
What is (are) the specific location(s) where work on this objective will
occur?

What behavior is the child/youth to do?

If this is a replacement behavior, what (problem) behavior is this
replacing?

What cue will tell the child/youth it is time to do the behavior listed just
above? (Please include additional prescribed prompts when applicable.)

If applicable, how will problem behavior be measured?

What is (are) the specific criteria for the child/youth to successfully
meet/accomplish this objective? (Please include specific prompts and
allowable time between cue and desired behavior if applicable.)

Target Date for Completion of Objective (not to exceed one year):

Initial baseline for goal: (When first assessed)

Current baseline for this objective:

Written instructions to staff to include needed supplies, schedules, charts, environmental preparation, and/or child preparation:

What reinforcement will be used when this child/youth completes the behavior as prescribed?
Is this an arbitrary (contrived) reinforcement? Yes ☐ No ☐ If yes, is there a plan to transition to a natural reinforcement Yes ☐
No ☐ If yes, how?
How will setting events be modified (if applicable)?

How will immediate antecedents be modified (if applicable)?

Any additional strategies to prevent the problem behavior (if applicable).

Crisis plan (if applicable).
Are there any restrictive or aversive components to this objective?

Yes ☐

No ☐

If yes, this plan must include the signature of the psychologist who has reviewed and approved this plan.
___________________________________________________

_______________________

Signature of Psychologist

Date:

___________________________________________________

_______________________

Signature of Clinical Supervisor who will oversee this objective

Date:

__________________________________________________

______________________

Signature of Habilitative Interventionist drafting PIP

Date:

